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STEP BY STEP

DISCOVER MORE IN OUR
EDUCATION SECTION!

FASHION SHADES

Discover our fantastic looks and be inspired by the carefree, 
light-hearted mood of our “Yellow Girls” on their road trip of 
pure Italian Style, admiring the wonders of Lake Garda.

Mixing ratios

*In case of toning partial lightening techniques to avoid lifting the natural base, use the mixing ratio 10:5 
(Example: 30 ml Yellow Color + 60 ml Yellow Peroxide 5 Vol + 15 ml Yellow Tone-On-Tone Creator).

Mixing ratios and processing times
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Processing times: 
for fine/medium hair, halve the usual processing 
time depending upon the peroxide chosen; for 
medium/coarse hair, leave on to process for an 
additional 5 minutes.
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Target
Tone-on-tone coloring, toning and
coverage with Tone-On-Tone Creator5 Vol. - 1.5%10-20’

Grey coverage and tone-on-tone colour10 Vol. - 3%25-35’

Grey coverage and 1 level of lift20 Vol.- 6%35-40’

Grey coverage and 2 levels of lift30 Vol.- 9%40-45’

Grey coverage and 3 levels of lift40 Vol.- 12%45-50’

4 levels of lift with Energy Series40 Vol.- 12%50-55’

4-5 levels of lift with Energy Series + 0SS40 Vol.- 12%50-55’

30 ml3 ml

1:2

 10:1*

60 ml

+5 Vol.+
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DEEP VIOLET      STARTING BASE: 4 NATURAL

Step by Step:

› FORMULA 1: Yellow Bleach 7 levels, mixed with Yellow Peroxide 20 vol. Mixing ratio 1:2.
› FORMULA 2 (ROOTS): Yellow Color 4.22, mixed with Yellow Peroxide 20 vol. Mixing ratio 1:1,5. 
› FORMULA 3 (LENGTHS AND ENDS): Yellow Color 4.22 + Yellow Peroxide 5 vol. + Tone-on-Tone Creator. Mixing ratio with peroxide 1:2. 

Mixing ratio with Tone-on-Tone Creator 10:1.

Create a semicircular section, starting from 
the end of the right eyebrow to the end of the 
left eyebrow, going across the occipital bone.

Divide the section with a central parting.  

Start in the right section. Start at the front, 
create backward-diagonal 1cm-wide 
subsections. Repeat the same procedure in 
the left section.

On each subsection, apply FORMULA 1 to the lengths with 
a brush, then hold the subsection flat between your index 
and middle fingers and blend the mixture to the roots.
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Repeat this procedure in every subsection 
and leave to process until you have achieved 
a level and a half of lightening, then rinse and 
dry the hair.

Apply FORMULA 2 to the roots and FORMULA 3 to 
lengths and ends. Rinse and blow dry the hair. 5 6

LUXURY COPPER      STARTING BASE: 6 NATURAL

Step by Step:

› FORMULA 1: Yellow Bleach 7 levels, mixed with Yellow Peroxide 20 vol. Mixing ratio 1:2.
› FORMULA 2 (ROOTS): Yellow Color 7.4 mixed with Yellow Peroxide 20 vol. Mixing ratio 1:1.5. 
› FORMULA 3 (LENGTHS AND ENDS): Yellow Color 8.44+ mixed with Yellow Peroxide 5 vol. + Tone-on-Tone Creator. Mixing ratio with peroxide 1:2. 

Mixing ratio with Tone-on-Tone Creator 10:1.

Divide the head into 4 sections creating a cross 
shape.

In the back-left section create a triangle in the 
nape, starting at the center parting and extending 
to the end of the hairline on the left side.

1
Using a brush and vertical strokes apply FORMULA 1 to the 
section you’ve just created, working from the mid-lengths to 
the ends. Then, using the tip of the brush, blend the mixture 
towards the roots. (keep your brush vertical and make sure you 
do not touch the roots). 

2

To avoid having a demarcation line between the roots and the ends, we recommend bleaching the lengths and ends all over. 

Continue this application method through the 
rest of the section, as if you are following a zig-
zag pattern. 3

Repeat the same procedure in the back-right section.

4

Move to the left-front section. Create diagonal zig-zag 
sections from the back of the section to the front. Bleach all 
of these subsections in the same way as In the back area.

5
Repeat the same procedure in the right-front section.

6

Rinse and dry the hair. 

Apply FORMULA 2 to the roots and gently blend 
the color towards the lengths. 7 Apply FORMULA 3 to saturate the lengths and ends. 

Rinse and blow dry the hair.8

DUSTY BROWN      STARTING BASE: 6 NATURAL

Step by Step:

› FORMULA 1: Yellow Bleach 7 levels mixed with Yellow Peroxide 20 vol. Mixing ratio 1:2.

› FORMULA 2: Yellow Color 7.17. Mixing ratio with Yellow Peroxide 20 vol. 1:1.5. 

› FORMULA 3: Yellow Color 9.17 + Yellow Peroxide 5 vol. + Tone-on-Tone Creator. Mixing ratio with peroxide 1:2. Mixing ratio with Tone-on-Tone Creator 10:1.

Start at the top point of the head, take pivoting orange-
slice like sections, each being 3cm-wide, which extend 
from the starting point to the hairline.

Starting at the central segment, take a section, hold it 
vertically and bleach it with FORMULA 1 from mid-length to 
the ends, blending the color with vertical strokes.

Proceed this way in every segment.

Rinse and dry.
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Apply FORMULA 2 to the roots, blending into the 
mid-lengths.

On the lightest areas (from mid-lengths         
to the ends) apply FORMULA 3.
Rinse and blow dry the hair.

5 6


